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Exercise 1

The static class CalibrationItem, featured in the body of LIBORMarketModel is a simple container
for the following:

• a calibrationProduct object of type AbstractLIBORMonteCarloProduct.

• a calibration target value (i.e. the value we observe on the market)

• a calibration weight (which we will assume o be one).

Such a class allows us to represent the product whose prices/implied volatilities are observed on the
market and whose value we would like to fit as closely as possible. In the following, we shall use this
static class in order to create an artificial family of swaptions with artificial implied volatilities and
perform a calibration to them.

Proceed as follows.

(a) Define a reference to an array containing objects of type CalibrationItem which will hold your
Swaption objects and calibration targets.

(b) Create a set of swaptions. To define tenor, period length, volatility time discretization and initial
forward curve, it can be convenient to reuse the usual LIBOR model created using the static method
createLIBORMARKETmodel in the previous exercises (call again the static method or define a getter
in the previous exercise and extract the model; to do so of course you have to redefine the LIBOR
model object as a field). Please be aware that this is NOT the market model we are calibrating,
even though it will share certain features. Consider swaptions specified along the following lines:

for (int exerciseIndex = 4;

exerciseIndex <= myLiborMonteCarlo.getNumberOfLibors() - 5;

exerciseIndex+=4)

double exerciseDate = .....;

for (int numberOfPeriods = 1;

numberOfPeriods < myLiborMonteCarlo.getNumberOfLibors() - exerciseIndex - 5;

numberOfPeriods+=4)

(c) All swaptions are assumed to be at the money i.e. the strike is the par swap rate. Generate artificial
market observed volatilities according to the relation

double targetValueVolatilty = 0.20 + 0.20 * Math.exp(-exerciseDate / 10.0) +

0.20 * Math.exp(-(exerciseDate+numberOfPeriods) / 10.0);

(d) Define objects of the type SwaptionAnalyticApproximation. Since we are calibrating with re-
spect to volatility when you instantiate them set the enum ValueUnit to be VOLATILITY. Fill the
CalibrationItem array with these objects.
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(e) The calibrated Libor model objective function is the covariance structure, whose parametric form
you should specify to be the Rebonato formulation coupled with the exponentially decaying corre-
lation, which are combined in the class LIBORCovarianceModelExponentialForm5Param.

(f) Create a calibrated LIBORMarketModel using the relevant constructor and employing the objects
you instantiated above.



Exercise 2

Create a ProcessEulerScheme and couple it with the LIBORMarketModel from the previous exercise
in order to instantiate a new LIBORModelMonteCarloSimulation. Use this object to write a short test
checking that the prices generated using then calibrated model are the same as those of the swaption
whose prices are given by the market implied volatilities used in exercise 1.


